
40-60 LB. WASHER-EXTRACTORS
QUALITY, VALUE, DURABILITY • TWO CONTROL CHOICES

®

Model 30015 T5E



30022 T5X
60 lbs.

30015 T5X
40 lbs.

30015 T5E
40 lbs.

30022 T5E
60 lbs.

True industrial washer-extractors – at the right price.

Microprocessor models require 
less training, solve problems.
The less judgment a machine requires, the less training it requires. That helps
if turnover is high or if “borrowed” operators are needed. It also makes quality
more consistent.   

E-P Express® models offer a wide variety of wash formulas – yet formula 
selection is easy. Formulas were developed for specific types of goods
(sheets, for example). E-P OneTouch® controls feature easy-to-understand
symbols for different wash formulas, simplifying formula selection.  

Automatic supply connectors for supply pumps also help make operation
easier. The control signals for proper supplies.

E-P Express® machines even help operators, mechanics, and supervisors
solve problems – a major time-saver. Error messages (such as “door open”) 
prevent production delays. And thorough self-diagnostics aid in 
troubleshooting if malfunctions occur. Formula counters tell supervisors 
if operators are using the correct formulas. That makes it easier to spot 
the cause of production delays or quality problems.

E-P Express™ microprocessor.  
Formulas: 30 total – all programmable – including 10 pre-programmed
specifically for either athletic, commercial, correctional, healthcare,
hotel/motel, offshore, restaurant, or shirt laundries… all formulas can be
modified to suit needs… management may choose whether operator
can manually skip to end of existing bath or extract.  

Programming: Simple programming; display prompts each step…
“help” screen makes it even easier… create new formulas,
add/delete/modify steps, and/or delete an entire formula – all in one
programming mode… move backward to make changes, then rapidly
forward. 

Display: Two-line, alphanumeric, bright vacuum fluorescent display 
uses real words (not codes) to tell operator what step is underway, what
supply is being injected, time remaining, etc.… also: error messages,
diagnostic information, formula counts.  

Supply injection: Any
supplies can be injected
in any bath – either 
with fill, at level-satisfied,
or 10 seconds after 
level is achieved… 
injection duration is 
programmable, too 
(30 to 255 seconds)… 
five injection signals
(includes connectors 
for six liquid supply
tubes). Manual 
chute is standard. Simple, push-button controls

make employees more effective.

E-P OneTouch® microprocessor.  
Formulas: Four preprogrammed formulas – all of which are 
activated by simple pushbuttons. Formulas clearly identified by 
graphics for easy selection. Control is available for two different 
markets (hotel/motel and healthcare) with formulas pre-programmed
specifically for those goods. This model uses much less water per
pound than toploaders.

Signal lights: Two separate lights indicate “machine on” 
and final wash formula stage.

Supply injection: Three injection signals (includes six connectors
for liquid supply tubes). Manual chute is standard.



Make sure you’re getting
an industrial machine.

Milnor draws on its long experi-
ence building giant, industrial
washer-extractors that launder
thousands of pounds an hour.
Machines that tolerate enor-
mous workloads and multiple
shifts. Yet T-Series machines are
as affordable as machines built
by companies without this
industrial machinery back-
ground. Milnor’s exclusive
frame design prevents con-
centration of stress in one spot.
Welded frame is constructed
of solid plate steel, folded for
strength, and rigidly braced by
three solid steel plates welded
inside the structure. Front and
rear consoles are tied to the
shell. (Next time you’re at a trade show, thump on a Milnor, then do the
same on other brands. You’ll feel and hear the difference.)

Milnor’s solid frame withstands stress. Note simple one-motor drive.

Front and rear bearings are fixed in the same housing. This prevents damaging
misalignment. Other machines mount their two bearings independently, with
no rigid housing. 

Milnor’s tapered roller bearings have more contact area than ball 
or spherical bearings. This spreads force, contributing to long life. 
(Computer-calculated L10 life is well over 20 years!) Milnor bearing 
design is long-proven. Other companies keep experimenting.  

Microprocessor boards are tested far beyond industry norms. It’s another 
reason why Milnor machines are so reliable.    

Painting techniques also contribute to long life. Surfaces are acid-treated,
then electronically coated with a powder epoxy paint that’s baked-on.
Components are painted before going into the machine (so even hidden
areas are painted for protection).  

Simple drive uses a single motor with efficient inverter for three speeds.

Extended limited warranties cover key parts of these Milnor machines: 
Five years on frame, cylinder, shell and the main bearing assembly; three
years on motors and microprocessor boards and other non-wearable parts
(consult dealer for details).

Plus…
Fit through 36” door: All of these models* fit through 
a standard 36” doorway with no need to remove the
jambs. That’s true even of 60 lb. models, unlike some
other machines in this category.  

*Standard models.

Options broaden capabilities: E-P Express® models
offer such options as three-compartment flushing 
supply injector. Ask your dealer about other options.

Why three speeds 
deliver better washing.

Engineered for best results.

Milnor’s bigger cylinder perforations give:

• High wash quality (promotes intense interchange of wash solutions 
with goods).  

• Thorough rinsing (promotes interchange of solutions and goods and lets 
water drain freely).

• Enhanced extraction (allows water to escape from goods easily, quickly). 
Spacious wash cylinders also yield better results. There’s more room for 
lift-and-drop action, and for goods to open up and absorb the washing 

solution (and rinse water).  

High ribs provide excellent lifting action. They’re perforated, too (unlike
some others), for fast interchange of goods and water. 

Bottom-fill rinsing plus intermediate extracts remove suds quickly. By rising
from the bottom – while the goods tumble – water penetrates the soapy
load more evenly. Compare that to machines which attempt to spray the
goods while they’re plastered unevenly to the cylinder side: Water passes
through the thinnest but not so readily through the thickest part of the load.
(And it gets worse if low water pressure spoils the spray nozzle’s aim!)

Milnor’s cylinder has bigger perforations, allowing water 
to pass quickly through the goods.

POPULAR 
COMPETITOR

MILNOR

Milnor T-Series washer-extractors provide
an industrial machine for those on a tight
budget. Door opens 180˚ for large loads.

MILNOR bearings
aligned in housing.

COMPETITOR not
secured in housing.

Efficient inverter drive provides the speeds 
needed for effective processing – wash, 
pre-extract distribution speed (helps prevent
unbalanced loads) and extract. Three speed
operation is essential and allows:

• More intensive wash speeds for best wash 
quality. Milnor T-Series models have an 
optimal 38 RPM wash speed. Competitive 
two-speed models use higher wash 
speeds that plaster goods to the cylinder. 
Those faster speeds – combined with their 
shorter rib heights – result in less washing 
and rinsing action, or MAF*. 

• A needed distribution speed. This helps prevent vibration during 
extract by evenly distributing the fabric being laundered along the 
periphery of the cylinder. This allows optimum moisture extraction 
and helps reduce dry times. It also adds to machine life because 
it reduces machine vibration and stress.

• A final extract speed keyed toward today’s fabrics. Combined with 
a big cylinder (which means a thinner layer of goods for water to 
pass though) and numerous, larger perforations, this adds up to 
more effective extraction.
* MAF, or Mechanical Action Factor, is a component of laundry washer cylinder design. 

Ask your Milnor dealer for more details.

Distribution speed helps
prevent vibration during
extraction.
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Specifications
E-P Express® T5X models only: Microprocessor control shall provide 30 
programmable formulas, including 10 pre-set, automatic wash programs
specially designed for either hotel/motel, healthcare, restaurant, shirt, 
athletic, offshore, commercial, or correctional laundries. Formulas can 
be programmed for type of step, type of bath, time (15 seconds to 63.5
minutes), water valve selection, one of two pressure switch controlled levels,
chemical injection signals (up to five different chemicals and five injections
per bath), duration and time of chemical injection, how to drain (i.e., 
standard drain, no drain, or cylinder reversal), type/time of extract, and
operator signals. One screen format shall display previous decisions and
allow programmer to change them at will. Control shall allow programmer
to move backward or forward to make changes. Two-line by 20-character
vacuum fluorescent display shall provide operating information and 
error messages.

E-P OneTouch® T5E models only: Microprocessor control shall provide four
pre-set, automatic wash programs, differing in time, number of steps, 
temperature, and supply injection. Programs shall be clearly identified by
type of goods to be washed, selected by pushbutton. Signal lights shall 
indicate when machine is in operation and arrival of final wash formula stage.

E-P Express® and E-P OneTouch® models: Control shall provide for testing 
electrical inputs and outputs to help diagnose problems. (Display kit
required for E-P OneTouch® control.)

Automatic supply: Standard on E-P Express® and E-P OneTouch® models:
Fittings shall permit connecting tubes from remote liquid supply systems.
Control shall provide start signals for automatic injection of liquid chemicals
at required time.

Stainless steel: Shall be 304 corrosion-resisting steel.

Cylinder: Shall be of dimensions and volume shown in table, fabricated
entirely of .050” (1.3 mm) stainless steel. Side sheet shall have perforations
and three ribs, each 4.5” (114.3 mm) minimum height. All cylinder welding
shall be continuous.

Shaft: Shall be alloy steel, major diameter not less than 2-1/2” (63.5 mm),
with all bearing fits ground.

Shell: Shall be stainless steel.

Shell door: Shall be stainless steel, 15-1/2” (394 mm) diameter, with high
tensile strength glass capable of withstanding high mechanical action 
and thermal shock.

Safety interlock: Shall prevent door from opening until after machine 
has stopped.

Main bearings: Shall be heavy-duty tapered roller bearings, oil lubricated,
with triple seal between front bearing and wash water to retain lubrication
and shield bearing from wash solution.

Motor drive: One heavy-duty electric motor shall provide three speeds, 
one for washing, one for distribution and one for extraction.

Drain valve: Shall be electrically operated 3” (76 mm) gravity valve. 

Water inlet valves: Shall be 3/4” (19.1 mm) commercial type, with 3/4” 
(19.1 mm) ports and epoxy encapsulated, waterproof and mechanically
protected coils.

Vibration safety switch: In case of excessive vibration, shall immediately
stop machine and signal operator. 

Features at a glance.
• Milnor® ruggedness at a lower price.

• Simple, single-motor drive.

• Choice of E-P Express® (30 programmable formulas) or 
E-P OneTouch® (four formulas) microprocessors.

• E-P Express® models offer formulas pre-programmed for specific 
markets, self diagnostics, formula counter. 

• Choice of 40 lb. or 60 lb. capacities.  

• 30” diameter cylinders, with volumes of 6.14 cu. ft. or 9 cu. ft. 

• Cylinder sides have large perforations.

• High, perforated ribs within cylinder.

• Liquid soap connectors standard.

• Solid-plate steel frame (stress is spread evenly).

• Tapered roller bearings aligned in rigid housing.

• Triple water seals protect bearings.

• Five-year limited warranty on frame, cylinder, shell, bearings 
and bearing housing seals. 

• Microprocessor models’ boards tested far beyond industry 
norms – three-year limited warranty.

• Three-year limited warranty on non-wearable parts 
(consult dealer or factory for details).

• Standard models fit through 36” door.

Recommended Bid Specifications
30015 T5X + 30022 T5X +
30015 T5E ++ 30022 T5E ++ 

Maximum capacity - 40 60
lbs. (kg)* (18) (27)

Cylinder diameter 30 x 15 30 x 22
x depth - ins. (mm) (762 x 381) (762 x 559)

Gross cylinder 6.14 9
vol. - cu. ft. (L) (174) (255)

Motor - HP 3 3

Wash speed - RPM** 38 38

Distrib. speed - RPM** 64 64

Extract - RPM** 509 509

Extract G forces 110 110

Drain valve - ins. 3    3
(mm) (76) (76)

Inlet valve - ins. .75 .75
(mm) (19.1) (19.1)

Overall width - ins. 34.5  34.5
(mm)*** (876) (876)

Overall depth - ins. 45.75 52.25
(mm)*** (1162) (1327)

Overall height - 54 54
ins. (mm)*** (1372) (1372)

Approx. net 740 895
weight - lbs. (kg)*** (335) (406)

+ E-P Express® models. ++ E-P OneTouch® control models. * Depending on density and
soil content of goods. ** Approximate. *** With standard accessories. Specifications and
appearance subject to change without notice. Contact factory for acoustics data.


